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"VALUES OUTCOMES ACCREDITATION"
4 LEVELS

Accreditation Level 1
Understand the V.I.T.A.L. Paradigm
Criteria.
- More than 50% of Core Facilitators have completed a multi day or full V.I.T.A.L. 5 or 7 day training residential to
fully understand and experience the "Kingdom Culture" paradigm.
- Know and can explain the paradigm through the framework of being "Beyond Rules" "Beyond Lectures" and
"Beyond Fear" - based control.

Accreditation Level 2
Beyond Rules & Fear Integration:
Criteria.
- Able to competently setup a Handy Group Deal and use this method as a discipleship /values integrating
process, opposed to being used as a behavioural management tool.
- Participants observed to take ownership of the Group Deal and agree to give and receive feedback.
- Keeping the Group Deal is the priority over the program in setting up a positive peer culture
- Beyond Fear based control = motivation is through relationship not fear of punishment or guilt laden messages.
- Using Invitational Language

Accreditation Level 3
Beyond Fear & Beyond Lectures Integration:
Criteria.
- Can competently explain, through action-based learning techniques the following models.





Potential model
Courage meter
Gaps model
Adventure model

- Can competently refer and link these models at appropriate briefing and debriefing stages to reinforce the
motivations and "reason for the pain" that facing challenges and our fears will bring growth in our potential and
happiness/fun.
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Accreditation of Level 4
Beyond Lectures Integration:
Criteria.
- Able to competently sequence activities and debrief with Values based outcomes
- Diagnosing the changing Stages of Group and appropriately applying the Situational Leadership style needed.
- Can explain the sequence of activities in how these will extend the values growth and outcomes in a group and
individuals.
- Competently facilitate the challenge level of each group activity to stretch the individuals values growth and
potential leadership.
- Competently facilitate through the 5 stages of debriefing having the participants recognise their own values and
personal growth.
- Competently encourage participants short and long term goal setting in transferring their learnings in their own
home environments.

Sample of Accreditation
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